
 
 
 

Dogpatch & Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit District 
Board of Directors General Meeting 

August 21st, 2019, 6:30– 8:30 PM 
654 Minnesota Street, San Francisco, CA  94107 

 
 
Board Members In Attendance: Jean Bogiages, Kate Eppler, Susan Eslick, Keith Goldstein, 
Jason Kelly Johnson, Terri McFarland, Kat Sawyer, Alison Sullivan 
Board Members Excused: Janet Carpinelli, Mark Dwight, Bruce Huie, James Naylor, Loren 
Swanson 
City Staff in Attendance: 
Executive Director: Julie Christensen 
 

Minutes 
 
1.  Meeting Opened by President Susan Eslick at 6:35  
 
2.  Roll Call and Approval of Minutes (Alison Sullivan) 
Sullivan called roll. 
 
3.  Minutes 
The June 2019 and July Minutes were approved with changes made.  
 
4. Announcements/Public Comment/Agenda Building  (All) 
No Announcements.  No Public Comment.  Sullivan suggested and Instagram handle for the 
GBD. 
 
5.  Introducing George Slack to Fill Board Vacancy  VOT. 
Mr. Slack’s introduction to the BOD was postponed.  As he was not at present to meet the 
other Directors, the vote to appointment him to the seat vacated by Alex Goretsky was put 
on hold until the September meeting. 
 
6.  Budget Report (Eslick) 



Eslick highlighted that there is about $15K in Capital to carry over, which has been 
allocated to ongoing projects such as the Nygaard and Surface Designs Projects. 
Christensen added that she, Eslick, and Ahn need to tweak the budget model every year to 
adjust to the GBD growth, and this is the first year that UCSF grant money has been detailed 
on the Financial Report. 
 
7.  ED Report (Christensen) 
Christensen reported there is a lot going on. 
20th St: Christensen briefed the Board on the progress of the design options for extending 
the walkways at 20th street from Indiana to Tennessee, stating that the options she is 
showing the board are preliminary and will undergo review and changes before being 
presented again.  Nygaard prepared a document of existing conditions: The Esprit park 
homes property boundary of stops at sidewalk, there is no existing sidewalk along the 
North side of 20th street.  20th street from Minnesota to Tennessee is a one-way Street 
heading West.  The BOD looked at moving the street parking configuration to parallel, 
allowing for better sidewalk access--potentially on either side of the street.  Johnso 
suggested engaging Fletcher to concept some designs for how to better use underpass area 
for other than parking.  Christensen asked what the use of that area if it were not for 
parking? Who would manage the space? 
  
USOP: Christensen shared a preliminary design, describing a rendering of the USOP. 
Christensen showed how one would need to alter the grade change.  UCSF has budgeted 
75K to fence the area with razor wire.  Surface Design is looking at a few different concepts 
for the space: a food and beverage concept, a pedestrian concept and a play 
area/exercise-recreational concept. Christensen reported that it would cost around 
$500-$600K to do this project “on the cheap.” 
  
MN Grove Extension: Working with Public Works on the extension.  Holtzmeullers must 
retain their driveway.  The GBD might be able to plan either a temporary or permanent 
installation.  Christensen reported a question on  how to orient the pedestrian pathway 
differently to serve current foot-traffic patterns. 
  
MN & 23rd:  MTA devised a parking plan last year to switch parking in front of Philz to 
perpendicular, and parallel parking across the street.  MTA will agree to put down wooden 
curbs along 23rd street, so the parking configuration can change, however the property 
owner doesn’t want a temporary solution for fear that permanent curbs won’t happen but 
the City.  Christensen also reported that sidewalks and bulb outs are in the works. 
  
Potrero Gateway: 



Christensen would like to help Potrero Gateway to identify achievable goals.  The City had 
proposed closing one lane on Vermont St, but neighbors don’t like design because it was 
just paint and parking stripes. 
  
GBD Park Signage: The Signage group is still working with SOM.  Christensen and the group 
want signs in GBD parks to show the names of parks and a URL for the GBD.  Hoping for 
etched metal with either stainless steel or aluminum on a Core 10 post.  Christensen  is 
figuring out how to make these signs less expensive--looking at cost and maintenance. 
  
Fallen Bridge: Bogiages suggested  lowering sections of 6’ fence, or maybe take it down 
all-together.  Christensen questioned that perhaps adding dirt and (native) plantings to the 
area making it more attractive and accessible.  Rec & Park is getting estimates on new 
fencing that is not climbable. 
 
8.  Logo Policy (Christensen) 
Presidio Bay investments used the  GBD logo on their website in a way that 
mis-represented their involvement with the GBD.  Christensen suggested that we may need 
a subcommittee.  Eppler Goldstein volunteered for a subcommittee to work on language 
surrounding our logo usage.  
  
9.  Fiscal Sponsorship (Sullivan) 
Sullivan described a situation in which the GBD could act as a fiscal sponsor to a park that is 
just outside of the GBD’s boundaries.  Sullivan questioned if the Board should develop a 
policy regarding Fiscal Sponsorship, or continue to go on a case by case basis.  
  
10.  Biodiversity Ad Hoc Committee.  Establish?  Vote? (Bogiages) 
Bogiages suggested an RFP for a Biodiversity Survey.  The Executive Committee proposed 
creating a biodiversity ad-hoc committee, focusing on a scheme to install mostly native 
plants and study the insect/bird symbiosis.  Bogiages, Ravenscraft, Christensen, Noreen 
Weeden, and Eddy will head up this ad hoc committee.  Bogiages moved to establish an ad 
hoc committee to study biodiversity, planting and critters. 
Vote: unanimously passed 
  
Carpinelli  requested through Christensen to water IM Scott 2X per week.  Sullivan and 
Eslick said no.  The area needs more soil to be viable.  
  
11.  Adjourn.  Eslick adjourned the meeting at 8:35 
 
 


